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DIS(RE)MEMBERING THE DEAD
IN THE BUTCH/FTM
BORDERLANDS

C. Jacob Hale

The one saith, This is my son that liveth, and thy son is the dead; and
the other saith, Nay; but thy son is the dead, and my son is the living.
And the king said, Bring me a sword. And they brought a sword
before the king.
And the king said, Divide the living child in two, and give half to the
one, and half to the other.
—1 Kings 3:23–25

Indiscriminate Erasures: The “Brandon Teena” Slice-’n’-Dice

In Nebraska, a man was sentenced for killing a female cross-dresser,
who had accused him of rape, and two of her friends. Excuse me if
this sounds harsh but, in my mind, they all deserved to die.
—Norm MacDonald, “Weekend Update,” Saturday Night Live, 
February 24, 1996

On 31 December 1993, John Lotter and Marvin Thomas Nissen murdered three
young people in a farmhouse in Humboldt, Nebraska. It is unlikely that this triple
homicide would have received much attention in mainstream media, academic
studies, or in lesbian, gay, and transgender publications had not one of those mur-
dered been a gender-ambiguous young person who had lived for several years in a
butch/ftm border zone.1 A week before being murdered, in the early hours of
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Christmas Day, this twenty-one-year-old person sometimes described as a “female
cross-dresser” was kidnapped and raped by Lotter and Nissen, after they forcibly
removed the youth’s pants to expose a vagina. The consequences of finding a
vagina underneath the clothing of a person who appeared to be a young man were
less severe at the hospital where the youth went for treatment after being raped:
the hospital chart was amended to read “Teena Brandon/F” rather than “Charles
Brandon/M”; physical evidence of vaginal and anal penetration was collected, and
medical treatment was provided.2 Upon discovering subsequent to this medical
examination that the “transvestite Teena Brandon” had a substantial criminal
record for petty crimes and some outstanding warrants, Richardson County sheriff
Charles Laux and Deputy Sheriff Tom Olberding questioned the young person, and
that interrogation provided an occasion for a revictimization that took forms spe-
cific to the young person’s gender ambiguity.3 Laux asked questions about socks
stuffed into pants, virginity, willingness to have intercourse with the accused
rapists, “kissing on girls,” and gender presentation, and said, referring to the rape
victim, “You can call it an it as far as I’m concerned.”4

In the period before the murders, the young person whom Laux dehuman-
ized and objectified with the pronoun it usually just went by the name “Brandon.”
This person’s birth and burial name was Teena Renae Brandon, though in court
during the murder trials the name “Teena Ray Brandon” was used.5 This young
person first passed as male using the name “Billy Brinson” but had a savings
account as a teenager under the name “Teen R. Brandon.”6 At various times, the
youth used many other masculine or gender-neutral names: “Charles Brandon,”
“Brandon Brinson,” “Ten-a Brandon,” “Billy Brandon,” “Brandon Brayman,”
“Tenor Ray Brandon,” and “Charles Brayman,” a cousin’s name. There was a local
rumor, attributed to a bartender, that this young person had once signed the name
“Brandon Teena.”7 Donna Minkowitz also reports that “the woman christened
Teena Brandon . . . reversed her first and last names,” but she does not disclose her
source.8

While being questioned by the sheriff ’s department, according to Aphro-
dite Jones, “Teena told them she was experiencing a sexual identity crisis, but
when asked about it, she couldn’t explain what that meant.”9 A state of crisis over
identity, sexual and otherwise, characterizes not only “Brandon’s” brief life but
also the media attention devoted to this murdered youth. Much of this crisis finds
its focal point in the necessity of being named (a crisis reflected in my own
attempts to avoid pronominal references to the young person whose self-identity is
at issue). The question about “Brandon’s” last name is particularly significant.
Having a full name—first, last, and middle—in a culture with this naming norm
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is part of what constitutes a subject’s solidity within the social order. For some
transsexuals, settling on a full name that will be used for the rest of our lives is an
important part of the process of repositioning ourselves within a gendered social
order, and choosing a full name, if we have not used one consistently, is an act of
reinsertion into that gendered social order in which we previously have not been
fully or firmly located. This might have been especially relevant to someone who
used a family name as a gendered first name, often without using any last name.

The function of naming as solidifying insertion into the social fabric is what
drives transgender activists—justifiably sensitive to the many ways in which the
lives of transgendered subjects are socially, corporeally, or linguistically erased—
to insist that “Brandon Teena” and masculine pronouns as markers of transsexual
or transgender configurations of this young person’s identity are the only correct
modes of representation. In the words of one contributor to TNT: The Transsexual
News Telegraph who made the pilgrimage to Nebraska for the murder trial, nomen-
clature is crucial: it is “Brandon Teena (never, not ever Teena Brandon)” and “the
criminal ashamed-to-call-them-humans who murdered Brandon because He (not
Her, not ever Her because We decide who We are) had the courage and the strength
to live a life of his choice.”10

The erasure of transgender subjectivity and the foreclosure of potentially
transsexual life paths or identifications in both mainstream and gay/lesbian media
coverage of “Brandon” have in fact been significant factors in the development of
transgender political activism and community organizing in North America. One of
the first actions undertaken by Transexual Menace, a direct-action group whose
T-shirts with dripping blood-red lettering on a black background have become rec-
ognizable throughout North America, which was founded in New York by Riki Anne
Wilchins, was a protest of Donna Minkowitz’s 1994 Village Voice article “Love
Hurts: Brandon Teena Was a Woman Who Lived and Loved as a Man: She Was
Killed for Carrying It Off.”11 Despite the multiple ambivalences of this young per-
son’s life, the figure of transgendered or transsexual “Brandon Teena” has quickly
become part of the seabed onto which a burgeoning transgender/transsexual poli-
tical movement has anchored itself. “Brandon Teena” has become the primary
emblem of transphobic violence, an emblem deployed to exemplify the vulnera-
bility of transgendered people, the extent of hatred against transgendered people,
and the need for changes in law, policy, media representation, and public opinion.
To a certain degree, the success of this movement in advancing its goals can be
gauged by the willingness of other progressive movements or groups to embrace
“Brandon/he” as hegemonic markers of their commitment to transgender social
justice. One recent example is that in early 1997 GLAAD and the Gay and Les-
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bian Anti-Violence Project joined FTM International and GenderPAC in writing
letters to protest the New Yorker’s publication of John Gregory Dunne’s article “The
Humboldt Murders,” decrying Dunne’s multiple uses of feminine pronouns and
“Teena” to refer to the person whom Wilchins positions as a “transsexual man.”12

While she is insensitive to transgender concerns in some respects, true-
crime writer Aphrodite Jones accurately assesses the situation when she notes that
stabilizing and popularizing the name “ ‘Brandon Teena’ . . . was putting transgen-
ders on the map. Of course, it was of no concern to them that there was no such
name as Brandon Teena. That was a minor detail.”13 Insistence on “Brandon
Teena” produces a representation of someone more solidly grounded in gendered
social ontology than the subject (recon)figured by that name actually might have
been. The creation and maintenance of that name as the anchoring emblem for a
transgender political agenda requires the erasure of all the many aspects of “his”
life that do not resolutely conform to “properly” transsexual or transgendered self-
identifications. In a crisis center after an alleged suicide attempt, “Teena Bran-
don” received papers ruling out “lesbian transsexuality” (i.e., ego-dystonic homo-
sexuality leading to a desire for sex change) and confirming that this person was
indeed a “man trapped in a woman’s body.”14 A transsexual trajectory, however,
was never pursued by “Teena Brandon”; physical intersexuality often provided a
self-explanatory discourse.15 According to Minkowitz, a high school best friend
helped invent “the hermaphrodite story” because “Teena . . . was afraid maybe
that’s [sex reassignment] not what she wanted.”16

This suspect stabilization of the name “Brandon Teena” on behalf of
nonetheless laudable transgender political and social goals also worked to harden
the borders drawn between butches and ftms. When Transexual Menace picketed
the Village Voice for what it considered Donna Minkowitz’s transphobic (and
“stone-bashing”) portrayal of “Brandon” as a stone butch, mutual accusations of
colonizing each others’ identities flew back and forth across the divide. As
Minkowitz herself notes, “Brandon’s survivors choose their own images of her
according to their memories, gender norms, and sexual shame” (26), yet she
seems totally unaware that she, too, as one of “Brandon’s survivors,” also chooses
an image of “her” according to her own norms, categories, and investments in gen-
der, sex, and sexuality:

However they classify Brandon, everybody wants her. From photos of the
wonder-boychik playing pool, kissing babes, and lifting a straight male
neighbor high up in the air to impress party goers at her and Gina’s
engagement party, Brandon looks to be the cutest butch item in history—
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not just good-looking, but arrogant, audacious, cocky—everything they,
and I, look for in lovers. Her bereaved girlfriends are leery of describing
sexual details, but it’s glaringly clear Brandon was the precise opposite of a
“do me” feminist. “He wouldn’t let anyone touch him here, here, or here,”
Lana says, pointing to her breasts, crotch, and thighs. Other lovers report,
with varying degrees of explicitness, that Brandon never got touched by
them. She was the only one who touched, stroked, stimulated, or shtupped.
You could call Brandon a top, but I’m not sure that word fully captures her
enormous desire to give other people pleasure. (27)

Transgender critics, especially ftms, have been quick to point out how
Minkowitz’s characterization of “Brandon” folds gender ambiguity in a female-
bodied person into the category “lesbian” as part of the pathology of stone-butch
sexuality, attributing gender confusion, a possible transsexual identification, and
stone sexuality all to childhood sexual abuse.17 Minkowitz’s representation joins
with many gay and lesbian viewpoints that evidently cannot place transgender
phenomena in any framework other than that of sexual orientation, and thus she
constructs the violent crimes enacted on this nonnormatively gendered body as
instances of lesbian-specific hate crimes.18 Such a construction erases the specific
dangers of gender-ambiguous embodiment.

Minkowitz is not the only lesbian author to use the figure “Brandon” to
ground an analysis of stone-butch sexuality. Girlfriends editor Heather Findlay
interpolates quotations about the rape and murder of “Brandon Teena” from her
pseudonymous stone-butch informant J-Boy in a manner that elides tensions
between the categories “woman,” “lesbian,” “butch,” and “stone.” J-Boy speaks
about the need for new category words to talk about convergences of nonnorma-
tive gender, sex, and sexuality in general, whereas Findlay recasts this as a point
about needing new language to talk specifically about stone-butch desires and
practices:

“Our mission is to find new names that work,” says British-born J-Boy. . . .
J-Boy cites the case of Brandon Teena, the Nebraskan youth who was raped
and murdered in 1993 after townsfolk discovered that their handsome
neighbor, whose straight girlfriends thanked him for “the best sex [they]
ever had,” was actually a woman. “We need names that we can use to draw
people into subcultural sexual communities and out of that hostile world
where their genders have no chance of being recognized.” 

To be fluent in the language of stone does not amount, simply, to
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researching and supporting a minority “desire” among lesbians. To under-
stand stone butch identity is to see that lesbianism isn’t as simple as
women loving women, that lesbian desire—even the most garden vari-
ety—obeys individual patterns or structures. To understand stone butch is
to meet a group of women who may be riding the wave of a widespread cul-
tural redefinition of what it means to be a woman or man.19

In a series of inadvertent yet indiscriminate erasures, Findlay, like Min-
kowitz, folds gender ambiguity in a female-bodied person into the category “les-
bian” and collapses stone butches into the category “woman,” apparently without
grasping that the words female-bodied and woman might not be coextensive with
regard to some people’s self-identifications, especially those of some stone butches.
To her credit, Findlay does not reproduce Minkowitz’s representation of stone sex-
uality as pathological. Although she evidently approves of an anticipated wide-
spread “redefinition of what it means to be a man or a woman,” Findlay neverthe-
less reproduces a very traditional and (in a queer feminist context) politically
problematic definition of womanhood in her remark that “townsfolk discovered
that their handsome neighbor . . . was actually a woman.” What the townsfolk dis-
covered was a vagina. Findlay inadvertently turns a vagina into the actuality of
gender categorization—as if biology was destiny after all, as if self-identifications
and social presentations matter for nothing, as if we all “really are” what our cul-
ture tells us our genitals mean, and as if genitals always, inevitably outweigh
agency. Findlay’s unremarked conflation of a vagina with womanhood might well
overlook many choices made by that gender-ambiguous young person murdered in
a Humboldt farmhouse, and certainly this conflation elides the realities of many
stone butches who do not self-identify as women. Her construction of the relation-
ship between genitals and gender erases the self-constructions of others who
orchestrate other relationships between gender presentation, genitals, and other
aspects of embodiment, self-identification, and subjectivity.

Elaine K. Ginsberg uses “Brandon Teena” in a strikingly different way.
She positions “Brandon Teena” as the primary figure around which to develop an
analysis of gender passing, the dissolution of gender essentialism, the perme-
ability of gender boundaries, and the downfall of male gender privilege. Gins-
berg writes, “In its interrogation of the essentialism that is the foundation 
of identity politics, passing has the potential to create a space for creative self-
determination and agency: the opportunity to create new identities, to experiment
with multiple subject positions, and to cross social and economic boundaries that
exclude or oppress.”20 However, Ginsberg’s foreclosure of a possible transsexual
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self-identification or trajectory for “Brandon” leads her into self-contradiction.
By conjoining a reduction of the sexed characteristics of “Brandon’s” body to a
vagina with a similar reduction of transsexuality to surgical alteration, “Bran-
don’s” “female body” (that vagina which Lotter and Nissen exposed a few hours
before the rape) signifies for Ginsberg “Brandon’s” solidly nontranssexual female
identity (2, 16 n. 2). The textual technique used to accomplish these reductions
mimics other means by which transsexuality is rendered invisible. Transsexuality
is mentioned only as the limit case for the range of phenomena under considera-
tion and then only in an endnote which sweeps it to the periphery of the author’s
(and reader’s) critical gaze: “This discussion also does not consider the case of
transsexuals, those who wish to alter their physical body surgically so that it more
closely conforms to their felt identity” (16 n. 2). Duly noted and tucked safely out
of sight, the boundary between a dismissed and disparaged transsexuality and a
celebrated gender passing is affixed firmly to a stable genital reference point. By
glossing gender passing as cross-dressing, Ginsberg keeps familiar associations
between female and vagina, male and penis, securely in place, thus making gen-
der boundaries increasingly rigid (13).21 Further, construction of the trope “Bran-
don Teena” excludes instances of exactly those “multiple subject positions”
forged through self-determination and agency whose proliferation she seeks to
encourage.

Three young people’s self-determination and agency were ended by the
murders John Lotter and Marvin Thomas Nissen committed. One of these young
people’s self-determination and agency continues to be erased indiscriminately
even in death. Riki Anne Wilchins accuses John Gregory Dunne of having “appro-
priated . . . Brandon Teena’s tragic murder” for his “larger cultural agenda”;22 yet
charges of appropriation in the service of cultural and political agendas are leveled
just as accurately against any of those who insist on fixed categorical locations of
that young person who could not (or would not) explain to officers Laux and
Olberding what it meant to be having a sexual identity crisis. The best evidence
available to us shows that multiple future trajectories were still open for this young
person, including some for which there is no existing language. Normatively gen-
dered feminine heterosexual womanhood is the only trajectory inconsistent with
all of the fragments of apparently contradictory evidence we have about this life as
it was lived. If people insist on appropriating this corpse by locating it definitively
within any particular identity category, they must explain away multiple inconsis-
tencies, ambiguities, and ambivalences in self-identification, self-explanation,
behavior, and presentation by using concepts of denial, repression, fear, and inter-
nalized prejudice and shame that all tend to diminish the agency of the subject
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once animated in that dead flesh. To justify belief in different, solidly located out-
comes, all that need shift is the content of these schematic rhetorical devices and
those aspects of the life to which they are applied. For example, if internalized
transphobia explains why “Brandon Teena” did not pursue a transsexual future
despite receiving the requisite diagnosis and being urged to do so by “his” mother
and girlfriends, internalized lesbophobia explains equally well why “Teena Bran-
don” claimed that “she” was not a lesbian, that lesbians were disgusting, and that
lesbian sex was gross.23

We do not know which trajectory—or which multiple trajectories that
appear inconsistent with each other by our lights—this young murder victim
would have followed. All were foreclosed by murderers’ blades and bullets. In a
necrophagic feeding frenzy, the living have sliced this corpse into at least five dif-
ferent pieces: cross-dresser, transvestite, transgender, transsexual, and butch les-
bian.24 The living likewise bury any aspects of the embodied self this youth con-
structed that do not fit their own constructions. In so doing, the living refuse to
acknowledge that this person was a border-zone dweller: someone whose embod-
ied self existed in a netherworld constituted by the margins of multiple overlap-
ping identity categories. Perhaps Brandon or Teena—or the same person by
another chosen name—would have stayed in the borderlands; perhaps she or he
would have sought and found a more solid categorical location and language with
which to construct and speak that self. We simply do not know. To do more than
speculate about this is to collude with the foreclosure of future self-constructions
that was so abruptly enacted by murder.

It might be thought that worries about how a dead person lived and would
have lived are no more than pedantic quibbles over niceties of historical, sociolog-
ical, or definitional accuracy or obsessions with trivial details, since such disputes
are, presumably, of no concern to those now dead. The wisdom of Solomon might
have saved the life of an infant and restored him to his mother’s bosom, but John
Lotter and Marvin Thomas Nissen have already taken this life. But I would like to
suggest several ways in which categorical placement of the dead matters politically.
Specific representational elements used to pull a dead body into a category can
have quite specific consequences for choices the living make about their own
lives. For example, transsexual activists’ construction of the rape and murder of
ftm “Brandon Teena” as emblematic of transphobic violence has led some ftms to
seek vaginectomies for fear of being treated as women by being raped and revic-
timized if they report the crime. The hegemonic transsexual construction of “Bran-
don Teena” has seemed to provide compelling reasons for some ftms not only to
stay closeted themselves but to decry others’ openness for fear that increased ftm
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visibility will increase the chances that their own transsexual status will be dis-
covered and that they will meet the same fate as “Brandon Teena.” It has
prompted others, such as Stephan Thorne, to become or remain politically active
and in the public eye as a counterpoint to violent erasure.25

Disputes about contested category placement are one of the arenas in
which contemporary categories and their boundaries are articulated. Such articu-
lations, of course, have consequences for the living: they matter for decisions
about who is included in and who is excluded from contemporary categories,
whether in accordance with or contrary to individuals’ desires. More specifically,
when a border zone denizen’s corpse is claimed by those with firmer categorical
location, border zones become less habitable for those who are trying to live in the
nearly unspeakable spaces created by the overlapping margins of distinct cate-
gories. Border zone inhabitants infer reasonably that their lack of fixed location
within categories is prohibited by the more firmly located, that such absence will
be used as grounds for subjecting them to multiple indiscriminate erasures, and
that their sullen resistant silences and their dissenting cries alike will be folded
into the discourses of those with more solid categorical and thus social locations.
Such border zone denizens might be people who are attempting to forge permanent
border zone existences, or they might be people who are desperately seeking a
more solid location but whose attempts to construct a way to live within their own
skins are hampered when they are continually grasped at from all sides. In both
situations, tropes become disconnected from lives, and subjectivity is erased by
others’ inappropriate use. Insistence by others on consistently gendered pronouns
that do not reflect one’s own subjectivity and agency can be as much a technique of
objectification as Sheriff Laux’s “You can call it an it as far as I’m concerned.”
Indiscriminate erasure of a living border dweller’s multiple complexities, ambigu-
ities, inconsistencies, ambivalences, and border zone status hinders that subject’s
ability to build a self through which to live.

Dis(re)membering the Dead/Eating the Living: Epistemological 
and Definitional Problems with Border Defense

The most visible butch/ftm border war skirmishes have been necrophagic fights
over dead bodies such as that of “Brandon Teena”/“Teena Brandon.” From the ftm
side of the border wars, it sometimes looks as if lesbian and gay organizations and
media collude with the mainstream press to consume the flesh of (transsexual or
otherwise) transgendered men’s corpses. Louis Sullivan’s reclamation of female-
bodied historical figures who lived as men was an important facet of initial ftm com-
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munity formation in the United States. Until his death from AIDS complications on
2 March 1991, Sullivan ran FTM, a San Francisco–based support, social, and
informational organization exclusively for ftm transsexuals and cross-dressers,
which later became the first international ftm organization.26 Sullivan edited the
first fourteen issues of FTM (September 1987–December 1990; later, this became
the FTM Newsletter) in which he occasionally featured short articles about such
historical figures. Additionally, Sullivan’s Information for the Female to Male Cross
Dresser and Transsexual, widely distributed among ftms as a multiply photocopied
booklet before publication of the third edition in perfect-bound form in 1990, con-
tains many such reports.27

It is worth noting that Sullivan, the individual most responsible for ftm
community formation in the United States and for the ftm reclamation of earlier
historical figures, is someone who belies the notion of a butch/ftm continuum. Sul-
livan, a gay man who saw himself as a heterosexual transvestite before transition,
had no history of intimate relationships with women or participation in lesbian
communities. Butch/ftm border wars threaten to erase the subjectivities and expe-
riences of those ftms who might already be most marginal within ftm communities.

The three butch/ftm border war figures, in addition to “Brandon Teena,”
whose names are most recognizable in contemporary ftm circles are medical doc-
tor and novelist Alan Hart (1892–1962), whose location relative to the categories
“butch” and “ftm” was at issue in a recent transgender community controversy;28

jazz musician Billy Tipton (1915?–1989), who died after refusing to seek med-
ical treatment for a bleeding ulcer;29 and newspaper columnist, Spanish-American
War army-transport cabin boy, male nurse, and adventurer Jack Bee Garland
(1869–1936), the child of Mexico’s first consul to San Francisco who lived the last
forty years of his life as a man after the sex /gender of “the mysterious girl-boy,
man-woman, or what-is-it” became a matter of dispute and gossip in Stockton,
California, area newspapers in 1897–1898.30

To place contemporary corpses, such as that of “Brandon Teena”/“Teena
Brandon,” categorically, we would need to have adequate criteria for membership
in the contemporary categories “butch” and “ftm.” Additionally, we would need to
have reliable, relevant information about those people over whose dead bodies we
fight: about how they actually lived their lives and about how they actually thought
about themselves. It is often difficult to gain accurate information about the lives
of those now dead, since often the survivors—upon whose reports we frequently
must rely—construct their reports based on their own investments in the gender-
ings of the dead. Just as Minkowitz writes that “Brandon’s survivors choose their
own images of her according to their memories, gender norms, and sexual
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shame,” reports from the survivors might construe the dead as what the survivors
most wanted them to be, as what the survivors most feared they were, or by means
of a conceptual toolbox that does not include the categories with which the dead
identified.31

When the border wars are virophagic, eating the flesh of the living, we
might better be able to access relevant information about the lives of those whom
we would place on the butch or the ftm side of the divide.32 Even if we have such
information and can be confident that it is reliable, there are still serious problems
with definitions here. The most likely clusters of characteristics to invoke defini-
tionally are those of masculine subjectivity and the accessing of medically regu-
lated technologies for male reembodiment. I will examine, in turn, the difficulties
with using these two clusters to mark a butch/ftm distinction.

Undeniably, an important characteristic of ftm subjectivity is masculine
subjectivity in persons assigned female at birth and raised girl-to-woman with
fairly unambiguous female embodiments for at least parts of our lives. Once we try
to be more precise about the relevant notions of masculine subjectivity, however,
matters become extremely complicated. Masculine subjectivity cannot be simply
reduced to self-identification as a man, for not all ftms self-identify as men in any
simple, nonproblematic way. Several alternatives are available here. Some ftms,
such as David Harrison, self-identify as transsexual men and view that as “a dif-
ferent gender from what people commonly think of as ‘man.’”33 Michael M. Her-
nandez writes, “My sexual orientation is queer. I consider myself to be a hybrid of
woman and man, thus lesbian as well as gay.”34 Just as some mtfs, such as Kate
Bornstein, self-identify as neither man nor woman,35 some ftms discursively posi-
tion themselves as neither or as members of a third gender or look “forward
eagerly to the day when there [will] be more genders from which to choose.”36

Some ftms, such as myself, are profoundly uncomfortable with all of the already
given gender categories; however, we are forced to locate ourselves within them in
some situations (e.g., my California driver’s license must bear one of two sex/
gender designations: “F” or “M”), we might choose tactically to locate ourselves
within them in some situations for some purposes (e.g., when I here claim author-
ity to speak as a—one, most assuredly nonrepresentative—ftm transsexual), and
we may be located within them against our wills in some situations (e.g., when
another ftm on a talk show panel insisted that I was a woman because I said that I
had not yet had “top surgery” and did not intend to have “bottom surgery”).37

Moreover, masculine subjectivity in persons assigned female at birth is not
the exclusive province of ftms. Many butches share this characteristic with us. As
Gayle Rubin has pointed out, butch is a lesbian vernacular term that marks a his-
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torically and contemporaneously important category within lesbian communities
and, thus, has “accumulated many layers of significance.”38 It “encompasses indi-
viduals with a broad range of investments in ‘masculinity’” (467). As such, it
encompasses both individuals who have no interest in “male gender identities”
and some who have “partially male gender identities” (468). “Partially male gen-
der identities” is also an apt phrase to describe the self-identifications of ftms who
say that as transsexual men they belong to a different gender from nontranssexual
men, or those who describe themselves as partially man and partially woman or
neither man nor woman. Indeed, some butches might have richer, more solid male
or masculine self-identifications than do some ftms. Consequently, drawing a dis-
tinction between butches and ftms in terms of masculine subjectivity threatens to
elide both some ftms’ self-identifications and some butches’ self-identifications rel-
ative to the categories “man,” “male,” and “masculine.”

Although she argues that the butch/ftm boundary is permeable and cau-
tions against border wars, Rubin maintains that there are two areas of difference
between butches and ftms: “Some butches are psychologically indistinguishable
from female-to-male transsexuals, except for the identities they choose and the
extent to which they are willing or able to alter their bodies” (473). As Rubin
notes, not every ftm avails himself of all the existing technologies for reembodi-
ment (476). For reasons as diverse as differing desires regarding our physical con-
figurations, states of health, financial resources, and evaluations of current surgi-
cal results, many ftms occupy physical states between typical nontranssexual male
embodiment and typical nontranssexual female embodiment or qualitatively dif-
ferent from either. Yet some butches also avail themselves of some of the same
reembodiment technologies, including exogenous testosterone, breast removal and
chest reconstruction, hysterectomy, oophorectomy, bodybuilding, and genital alter-
ation through piercing. Leslie Feinberg is one person who has crossed the butch/
ftm border more than once, whose journeys have included accessing some of these
technologies, and who self-identifies as butch.39 I know a small handful of Los
Angeles and San Francisco butches who have used some or all of the technologies
listed above to achieve embodiments more in keeping with their senses of self
without ever self-identifying as ftms. Indeed, some butches access more of these
technologies than do some ftms. As Zachary I. Nataf notes, in some cases, self-
identification might be the only distinguishing characteristic.40 Indeed, in some
cases there may be no distinction at all, since some people self-identify as both
butch and ftm.

It is no doubt misguided to try to locate one or two necessary or sufficient
conditions by which to demarcate butch/ftm differences. Most people who partici-
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pate in trans community circles take it as already given that there is no one char-
acteristic that provides a sharp distinction between nontranssexual women and
nontranssexual men, though it would be fallacious to draw from this the conclu-
sion that there is no distinction here at all. Elsewhere I have argued that the dom-
inant cultural definition of woman in the contemporary United States has thirteen
defining characteristics, clustered into several groups and weighted differently.
None of these thirteen characteristics is necessary or sufficient for membership in
the category “woman.”41 Rather, these characteristics are best understood as Witt-
gensteinian family resemblances: resemblances that some women, to greater and
lesser degrees, share with some other women, just as I share some resemblances
with some members of my biological family to greater or lesser degrees and fail to
share some other resemblances that some of my biological family members share
with others in my biological family. On this view of the logical type of definition
adequate to contemporary gender categories, developed more generally by Wittgen-
stein in his Philosophical Investigations, things within one category bear numerous
resemblances to other things within that category, as well as to things in other cat-
egories.42 It need not be the case that all things within one category bear any one
resemblance to each other; some resemblances may be taken as more important to
category membership than others; some members of one category may be more par-
adigmatically located within that category than other members of the same category
by virtue of possessing more of the more heavily weighted characteristics of resem-
blance; consequently, category boundaries are fuzzy. Borders between gender cate-
gories, then, are zones of overlap, not lines.

Analytically pursuing definitions of ftm and butch in terms of Wittgen-
steinian resemblance characteristics would render a descriptively adequate dis-
tinction more likely than would attempting to draw a sharp distinction based on
one or two clusters of characteristics such as masculine subjectivity and male
reembodiment. Concerns about how such a definition of ftm would likely function,
however, stay my hand, for it could easily provide a paradigm closely paralleling
the coercive medicalized construct of the “real,” “true,” or “primary” (female-to-
male) transsexual. This is because of the crucial role paradigm cases tend to play
in constructing Wittgensteinian family resemblance definitions: those ftms who
are most uncontroversially within the category would continue to occupy paradig-
matic status within the category as defined by this method. In this way, the para-
digmaticity of those who instantiate “real,” “true,” or “primary” (female-to-male)
transsexuality would simply be reinscribed, whereas those whose membership in
this category is more controversial would remain in their marginal or borderline
positions. This “real,” “true,” or “primary” transsexual construct, tellingly cri-
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tiqued by Dallas Denny, forces transsexual narratives into a single, normative cho-
rus by prescribing severe sanctions—no hormones, no surgeries—for those who
will not follow the psychiatric hymnal.43 This construct also enables the perpe-
tuation of medicalized conceptions of transsexuality, which both stigmatize trans-
sexuals and enable fundamentally conservative, coercive medicopsychotherapeu-
tic regulations of gender.

Sorting cases from earlier historical periods (or other contemporary cul-
tural settings) into our contemporary categories introduces new political, episte-
mological, and ontological problems of classification. To sort in a principled way,
we would need to have adequate grounds for thinking that our contemporary cate-
gories could be applied, either directly or as Wittgensteinian family resemblance
relations such as ancestry, across temporal and cultural distances, without
neglecting historical and cultural specificities of the embodiments and subjectivi-
ties of those persons we sort.

Looking for historical sameness or similarity between contemporary trans-
sexuals and earlier figures is more troublesome than is the case with many of our
other contemporary categories of sex, gender, sexuality, and their interconnections
because concepts of transsexuality are so intimately, perhaps even inextricably,
intertwined with recently developed medical technologies such as (for ftms) pro-
duction of synthetic androgens and surgical techniques used to manipulate breast/
chest size/contours and genital/gonadal configurations. In the course of blurring
the butch/ftm boundaries, Rubin points out that many of the historical figures “ven-
erated as lesbian ancestors are also claimed in the historical lineages of female-
to-male transsexuals”; she speculates that “some of these women were likely also
transsexuals” and that “if testosterone had been available, some would undoubt-
edly have seized the opportunity to take it.”44 Perhaps we can reliably make counter-
factual claims that earlier historical figures would have helped themselves to these
technologies had these technologies been available to them, though I am skeptical
that we can access adequate, reliable evidence for such claims. For reasons simi-
lar to those I have raised in my discussion of “Brandon Teena,” I am concerned
that such claims about dead people are merely speculative.

Two distinct issues arise here. One issue is about the historical specificity
of the category “transsexual.” Is this a category that came into existence concomi-
tantly with the advent of (some or all of ) those medically regulated technologies
contemporary transsexuals use to transition? Or is the category to be found trans-
historically and, thus, independently of medically regulated technologies? Even if
we assume that transsexuality is a transhistorical phenomenon that is not neces-
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sarily intertwined with contemporary culturally and historically situated cate-
gories of sex, gender, sexuality, and their interconnections or with medically regu-
lated technologies, a second issue arises. How can we tell which figures who lived
in earlier historical periods fall into the category “transsexual”? This is the prob-
lem I have traced with regard to “Brandon Teena,” and I shall now turn to this dif-
ficulty as it manifests itself with regard to the categorical placement of dead peo-
ple from earlier historical periods.

Ken Morris and Candace Hellen Brown propose to define transsexual in
terms of desire, writing, “It is not surgery which defines a transsexual, but the
internal visualization and experience of the body as being of the opposite sex,
which creates the desire to bring the body into conformity with the internal
image.”45 This proposal is unsatisfactory on four counts. First, it either classifies
as transsexual those butches who desire at least partial male reembodiment or, if it
is tightened to require desire for “complete” reembodiment, it implies that ftms
who do not have this desire are not transsexual. Second, it is transsexual-centric
at best to classify as transsexual someone who desires reembodiment but elects
not to act on that desire and does not self-identify as transsexual, as Morris and
Brown’s definition implies, since they propose that desire based on internal visu-
alization and somatic experience is sufficient for membership in the category
“transsexual.” A third problem is that not all ftms report having any positive visu-
alization or experience of their pretransitional bodies as bodies that are culturally
encoded as male; some ftms, instead, talk about being disassociated from their
bodies or unhappy with their bodies and do not form a positive visualization or
somatic experience until their bodies are hormonally or surgically altered. The
fourth problem is more directly relevant to classification of historical individuals
into contemporary categories: just as some contemporary people are able to form
desires for reembodiment only under the condition that they are aware that reem-
bodiment is a possibility for themselves, Morris and Brown’s definition ignores
relationships between having a desire and having concepts through which to form
or make sense of a desire.

Contemporaneously, self-identification as butch or ftm is the only charac-
teristic that distinguishes some butches from some ftms. Thus, in order to avoid
misclassification based on factors other than self-identification, counterfactual
claims using contemporaneous criteria for categorization to show that a figure from
an earlier historical period was transsexual would have to take the following form:
if contemporary categories had been available to X, X would have self-identified
as an ftm transsexual. But, since self-identification as an ftm can vary indepen-
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dently from any of the other resemblance characteristics that together form the
contours of the category “ftm transsexual,” there can be no possible warrant for
such a counterfactual claim.

We must tread softly when using family resemblances to claim dead flesh
as our own, lest we position ourselves as the heads of the family, inserting our-
selves into the position of discursive centrality by positioning ourselves as the
image others mirror.46 When we read other people’s similarities to ourselves as
conclusive evidence that they occupy the same categories we do, assuming that
there are no relevant differences between ourselves and them, we construct our-
selves as gods creating others in our own image without regard to their conceptual
frameworks and choices within those frameworks.

Guarding the Ftm Borders from Butch Invasion: 
Political Problems with Border Defense

In this section, I will return to the contemporary scene. Drawing on some of my
personal experiences in Southern California’s ftm-only support group Under Con-
struction, I will explore the political functions of current butch/ftm border wars as
they are enacted through defense of ftm spaces and identities from butch invasion
or infiltration. I will resume my discussion of definitions in the following section.

Until recently, Under Construction fliers stated explicitly that Under Con-
struction is an “ftm-only” group and that this excludes female cross-dressers and
lesbians: “This is NOT a group for lesbians exploring gender issues.” No positive
definitions of ftm have been given on mailings and no categories other than
“female cross-dresser” and “lesbian” have been specifically excluded. During a
transgender panel two other Under Construction members and I presented to Los
Angeles’s Butch/Femme Network on 18 May 1995, both of my ftm copanelists said
that butch masculinity is something butches can just put on (presumably, then,
masculinity is something butches can take off just as easily and inauthentically as
they put it on—rather like a jacket or a strap-on dildo) but for ftms masculinity is
something deeper: it’s who we really are, who we’ve known we really were since we
were young children. At Under Construction meetings I have been treated to innu-
merable facile distortions of butch specificities, always given in explicit or implicit
contrast to ftms. For example, after talking about having his girlfriend suck his
dick (testosterone-enlarged erectile tissue, not surgically altered), his desire for a
fully functioning penis, and his dissatisfaction with current phalloplasty results,
one ftm remarked that “a butch dyke can always just strap it on.” The implicit con-
trast, obviously, is that an ftm needs a permanently affixed, flesh-and-blood penis.47
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A number of distinct though closely related discursive strategies are at
work in these examples. At the Butch/Femme Network panel, the notion expressed
was that the masculinities of non-ftms with (varying degrees of ) female embodi-
ments are no more integral to their senses of self than an article of clothing and,
hence, inauthentic—as if masculinities expressed differently from ours are less
authentic aspects of the selves who express them merely because they are expressed
differently, as if our ftm masculinities would be suspect if any other birth-assigned
females were to don masculinities of their own, as if masculinity is a scarce com-
modity in a male-dominated economy, as if eating the flesh of non-ftm, masculine,
birth-assigned females would imbue us with virility. As Michael M. Hernandez
pointed out to me, this reduction of authentic masculinity to only one type of mas-
culine self-expression and self-understanding lends itself easily to mandating a
hierarchical system of masculine identification in which the guy with the biggest
dick wins: ftms who have been “completed” by phalloplasty sit immediately below
the hierarchy’s pinnacle; “factory-equipped” nontranssexual men retain pride of
place; and penis-less butches whose masculinities are deemed “inauthentic” are
at or near the bottom.48 In cultural discourses that give greater weight to a speaker
according to assessments of that speaker’s masculinity, this kind of hierarchy gives
greater weight to the opinions of ftms who conform most closely to dominant phal-
locentric models of both masculinity and transsexuality and very little if any
weight to butch voices. Moreover, it reinscribes the dominance of nontranssexual
men’s masculinities.

The remark that “a butch dyke can always just strap it on” elides both
butch desires for penises and extremely various and highly idiosyncratic bodily
sites of ftm distress and also reinscribes phallocentric conceptions of masculinity
and transsexuality. First, the remark is simply untrue. Butches have widely rang-
ing attitudes toward and desires for dildos and penes. Findlay’s pseudonymous
informant J-Boy is one stone butch who cannot always just strap it on: “When I’m
having sex with someone, I’m thinking I have a penis most of the time. And the
dildo kind of ruins that for me. Because it’s not one. And it is clumsy to wear a
dildo. It’s easier for me to have sex with someone and imagine I have a dick, than
it is to wear a strap-on that lets me know I don’t have one.”49 The recurrence of ftm
anxieties about penes and dildos, displayed in analogizing strap-on dildos to inau-
thentic masculinities, might have some of the same manifestations in both butches
and ftms.

Second, the remark obscures the wide range of differences in where and
how ftm distress about female embodiments locates itself on our bodies. Partly
because most children only have nontranssexual cultural norms and models avail-
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able to them,50 ftms and other gender queers often forge idiosyncratic relation-
ships between self-understandings, including bodily images and desires, and the
dominant sex/gender/sexuality scheme.51 An example of this kind of idiosyncrasy
was afforded by a conversation that caused consternation at a recent Under Con-
struction meeting. Two friends and I compared notes about the specific bodily zones
that cause us the greatest distress. For one it was the absence of a penis, for another
it was absence of testicles, and for the third it was the presence of breasts. Differ-
ences among ftms’ attitudes toward genital surgeries, as well as vaginal penetration,
are evident in Deva’s interview with Mike, Eric, Billy, Sky, and Shadow; slightly
more than half of Holly Devor’s informants who had not had genital reconstruction
surgery said that they were not particularly interested in having any.52

Further, constructing desire for a penis as the desire that divides ftms from
butches reproduces phallocentric conceptions of both masculinity and transsexu-
ality and, as I will argue below, does so in ways that perpetuate mtf discursive
dominance in the trans community. The phallocentricity of the normative sex/
gender/sexuality scheme is reflected in much trans discourse and is especially
detrimental to queer ftms and other gender queers who were assigned female at
birth. Desire to acquire or rid oneself of a penis of one’s own has been taken as the
most salient diagnostic characteristic of transsexualism. We might be diagnostically
required to affirm that a man’s body (“the right body” or “the wrong body,” depend-
ing on the speaker) is a body with a penis, a man’s subjectivity is desire to have a
penis, a woman’s body is a body without a penis, and a woman’s subjectivity is a
desire not to have a penis.53 When a sex /gender distinction is invoked in trans-
community discourse, sexed embodiment is often reduced to the presence or
absence of a penis. A now “complete,” “formerly transsexual” man, as some would
have it, is portrayed as a man with a penis: phalloplasty—penis acquisition—is
figured as the final step in curing a transsexual man’s mental disorder, birth defect,
or other medical condition that is, allegedly, treatable only under the signs of med-
ical diagnosis. Once the phallic cure is complete, the phallic man is complete: his
phallus has the power to refigure nonphallic men as less manly than himself. This
is not to suggest that desiring or acquiring a penis is phallocentric in and of itself.
Meanings of an act do not reside in the act itself but rather in the conditions, form,
and content of its production and representations, so my objection to one discur-
sive construction of one genital act is not an objection to that act in and of itself nor
to different constructions of that act.

Transsexuals are expected to place ourselves under the signs postoperative,
preoperative, or nonoperative, in relation to the operation or the surgery. When we
locate ourselves under these signs, we define ourselves by encounters with sur-
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geons’ knives, reducing our identities to the marks of phallic inscription figured in
this construction of the scalpel’s power and thereby diminishing our own agency,
as Dallas Denny points out.54 Moreover, if we locate ourselves under these signs,
we define ourselves according to our desires to acquire or rid ourselves of a penis
made of our own flesh, thus locating ourselves relative to phallocentric cuts that
divide the social world into cock/no-cock encampments.

When ftms locate ourselves under these signs, ftms further mtf discursive
dominance. When the expression “the operation” is applied to mtfs, we can be
fairly clear that the operation to which this expression refers is genital or gonadal,
though we might not be sure which of several genital or gonadal operations is the
referent. Applied to ftms, “the operation” is a distorting imposition, since there is
not one and only one operation available to us as a mechanism of reembodiment
and since it is unclear that genital or gonadal operations are of greatest impor-
tance to us. Asking an ftm if he has had the operation might elicit confusion or
anger since, caring more about whether or not he has a penis than he does but
attributing that concern to him, the interlocutor has figured his gender identifica-
tion as being primarily about absence of and desire for a cock. “Which opera-
tion?” is a polite ftm rejection of such a question. For similar reasons, the term
non-op is ambiguous in ftm usage: sometimes it is used synonymously with no op,
and sometimes it means “no genital op” without rejection of surgical change of
sexed characteristics in or on nongenital bodily zones.

Other concepts common in medical, psychotherapeutic, legal, and popular
discourses about transsexuality, as well as in trans-community discourse, could
also be shown to be significantly more distorting when applied to ftms than when
applied to mtfs, such as the distinction between living part-time and living full-
time in one’s “gender of choice.” I will not provide thorough arguments for the rel-
atively greater discursive power of mtfs in this essay, since the negotiation of
ftm/mtf borders is not my main topic here. My claim, however, is not merely that
mtfs tend to have more power in community organizations and greater access to
public media; rather, my claim is that current discourses of transsexuality distort
ftm specificities to a greater extent than they distort mtf specificities.

This is not to deny that discourses of transsexuality also regulate mtfs in
oppressive ways and distort mtf specificities. Indeed, for some mtfs nongenital,
nongonadal surgical alterations, such as breast augmentation, vocal modification,
or facial reconstruction, are significantly more important than genital or gonadal
alteration. Yet we know which bodily zone is the target of inquiry or interrogation
when an mtf is asked if she has had “the operation.” This difference reflects dif-
ferences between the types of bodies that are diagnosed “male” at birth and those
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that are diagnosed “female” at birth: in only one case is the “primary” sexed
characteristic external and, normatively within medical treatment of transsexuals,
surgically altered in the same operative moment during which genital alteration
occurs. This difference also reflects differences between how bodies of the types
diagnosed “male” at birth and those diagnosed “female” at birth are culturally
weighted in gender attribution, which might lead to different tendencies in how
ftms and mtfs conceive of their own bodies and their power to communicate senses
of self. The most heavily weighted physical characteristic in making the gender
attribution “female” to adults is the presence of breasts, whereas the most heavily
weighted physical characteristic in making the attribution “male” is the presence
of a penis.55 These factors, conjoined with the facts that breasts are more likely
than penes to be evident when a body is clothed and that breast removal/chest
reconstruction is simpler technically than penile construction, account in large
measure for the greater distortion of ftm embodiments and specificities encoded in
the term the operation.

Why is it so important for some ftms to distinguish themselves from
butches? Identity is always doubly relational (at a minimum). We form and main-
tain our identities by making continually reiterated identifications as members of
some category U(s). This is accomplished both positively and negatively by
repeated identifications with some (not necessarily all) members of U, and by reit-
erated identifications as not-members of some other category T(hem). Identifying
as and identifying with, while closely related, are not identical. Identifying as U
always involves identifying with some members of U, but the converse does not
hold; for example, I identify with leather dykes—as a result of historical ties,
continuing friendship circles, and some affinities of sensibility and value—but I
no longer identify as a leather dyke. Some members of U serve as positive iden-
tificatory referents, whereas some members of T serve as negative identificatory 
referents. For many ftms, lesbians—and especially butches because of their 
masculinity—serve as primary negative identificatory referents.56

One motivation for some ftms’ specification of butches as the primary 
negative identificatory referent class is suggested by Pat Califia: “As long as reas-
signment surgery cannot provide transsexual men with functional sexual equip-
ment, the mainstream will see them as lesbians manqué.”57 Since some ftms are
portrayed as lesbians, it might be crucial to some ftms’ self-identities to dis-
tinguish themselves from lesbians by taking butches as their primary negative
identificatory referent class. Califia overstates her case, however: since ftms have
many different sexual objects, it is hard to see how the phallocentric “mainstream”
will construct transfags, say, without penes that work right, look right, and feel
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right as “lesbians manqué.” Transfags are more likely to be misrepresented as per-
versely phallic heterosexual women, especially if we derive sexual pleasure from
penetration of that orifice into which a physician would insert a speculum to per-
form a pap smear. Similarly, other ftms who have sex with persons figured as essen-
tially male by “the mainstream,” such as mtfs who have penes, are more likely to
be constructed as heterosexual women than as lesbians by the dominant culture.
So the motivation Califia suggests for some ftms’ constructions of butches as the
primary negative identificatory referent class is more likely to be compelling to
heterosexual ftms than to transfags or some other queer ftms.

Another motivation for this construction of butches is that many a formerly
lesbian ftm who no longer identifies (even partially) as a lesbian has trouble rid-
ding himself of a lesbian present—it sticks like recalcitrant camouflage face
paint. There’s a B side to that scratchy old vinyl disk whose A side—“You’ve
Betrayed Your Sisters by Going over to the Patriarchal Enemy”—still gets some
lesbian airplay: some lesbians seem still to play that song, “Once a Lesbian
Always a Lesbian” and refuse to let us leave their dance. For example, some
leather dykes who know about my transition have repeatedly invited me to attend
women-only play parties, encouraging me to attend (in part) on the grounds that
“you still count as a woman by our [genital] definition.” This is not surprising,
considering that the skirmishes over who counts as a woman for purposes of
admittance to leather-dyke play parties—openly sexual spaces for women, thus
fragile and needing active defense in an oppressively repro/heteronormative 
culture—have provided some of the most active fields for border war belligerence
and negotiation.58

The butch/ftm border wars are contestations built on ftm and lesbian “fron-
tier fears”59 about consolidating identity, creating safe spaces and communities,
policing (containing and regulating, claiming and disowning) oppressive or exces-
sive masculinities—all downwind from the rotting carcasses of purity discourses.60

In such moments when I am held hostage, I too feel the battle cry roiling within
my veins, my heart drums a blood lust beat. Recognizing that motivation does not
necessarily provide justification, I try to resist these combative impulses: I need
neither disavow my lesbian past nor disallow butch masculinities in order to resist
being taken as a prisoner of war.

Establishing a Demilitarized Zone: Tactics of Resistance

In this section I will examine definitions as political tactics and suggest that, for
some queer ftms, other tactics might better serve radically democratic political
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aims at this particular historical juncture. To date, definitions have not served
transsexuals especially well. In the United States, the primary driving force
behind definitions of transsexual has been the achievement of a differential diag-
nosis (in 1980)—a dubious achievement at best—and its modification in later
editions and revisions of the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM ).61 Other (overlapping) motivations have included estab-
lishing justifications and procedures for accessing medically regulated “treatments,”
making reliable prognostic predictions, developing criteria for evaluating treatment
outcomes, locating etiology, creating taxonomic classifications of deviance or aber-
ration, fixing a class of research subjects, and, recently, carving out intellectual
space for the nascent interdisciplinary field of transgender studies.

Although most of these definitional urges have served oppressive ends
and much postmodern theorizing revels in boundary blurring, creative boundary
marking can also be a positive step for marginalized, oppressed peoples, partic-
ularly as we begin to form communities.62 Our trans embodiments and subjectivities
are often fragile, often under attack. These attacks take a wide variety of forms,
including murder, rape, assault, imprisonment, unemployment, underemployment,
extralegal and legal restrictions on mobility, harassment, ridicule, indiscriminate
erasure, denial of the possibility of our existence, normalization through (mis)rep-
resentations that wipe out our categorical excess, psychiatric regulation, patholo-
gization, and threats to deny access to medically regulated technologies to those of
us who will not police our own excessiveness or at least lie about it. Sometimes we
need the refuge of safe spaces, for some of the same reasons that nontranssexual
women realized they did at the beginnings of the second wave of feminism, and we
cannot have safe spaces without some policing of our boundaries.

At least three definitional tactics are available to those of us who are pro-
foundly discomfited by traditional representations of transsexuality. These tactics
are not necessarily mutually exclusive: one person can use all three in different
moments according to the political exigencies of differing situations and shifts in
individual needs.63 Thus, I view them as tactics of resistance to traditional repre-
sentations of transsexuality, not as distinct strategies.

One, advocated by Susan Stryker, is to give historically and culturally spe-
cific definitions of transsexuality that resist pathologization and shift according to
the context and purpose of a given definitional moment, in circulation of ideas
with others, in attempts to make the change in language a real change.64 This tac-
tic refuses fixed, solid definitions in favor of cyborgian identities that are partial,
hybrid, fluid, politically engaged, and responsive to others. Thus, it might avoid
constructing a new transsexual hegemony. There is, of course, no guarantee that it
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will not result in a new transsexual hegemony: definitions an author means to be
cyborgian might become frozen, or, while specific definitions might be different
from one another, taken as a whole they might have a tendency to perpetuate
unjust power structures and power differences. Definitional boundary marking
always creates some exclusions and often captures some who do not identify under
the defined category term. This concern can be partly alleviated by offering
Wittgensteinian definitions rather than definitions in terms of necessary and suffi-
cient conditions; then, as I have argued earlier, the concern shifts from avoiding
erasure to avoiding the political problems of reinscribing traditional notions of pri-
mary transsexuality as paradigmatic within the category “transsexual.” This is
especially troublesome for ftms in light of mtf discursive and community domi-
nance. Advancing either of these distinct logical types of definition carries politi-
cal responsibilities. Such responsibilities include paying close attention to whose
specificities are lost in definitional boundary marking as well as to the political
consequences of these losses, always asking, Whose power and privilege are
increased, whose diminished, and how does this fit into hegemonic power struc-
tures, reproducing them or loosening them?

When boundaries need to be drawn for some specific purpose, they can
sometimes be drawn without defining identity categories. For example, a support
group might form to hold discussions of a particular range of topics, or a political
organization might devote itself to working on a specific cluster of issues or to
using a particular range of approaches. In such situations, two other counterhege-
monic discursive tactics are available.

One of these tactics is to refuse definition but to accept, perhaps even
insist upon, discursive placement under the sign transsexual. Both this tactic and
the previous one accept location within the category “transsexual,” but they differ
with regard to willingness to accept others’ definitions and to engage in defini-
tional labor oneself. Both these definitional tactics might be useful when combined
with a primary focus on transsexual communities and contexts. It is the second
tactic for which Sarah Lucia Hoagland opts, with regard to the word lesbian, in
her book Lesbian Ethics. While arguing for the necessity of community forma-
tions, she maintains that

to define “lesbian” is, in my opinion, to succumb to a context of heterosex-
ualism. No one ever feels compelled to explain or define what they perceive
as the norm. If we define “lesbianism,” we invoke a context in which it is
not the norm.

Further, when we try to focus on ourselves, we feel compelled to
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define what it means to be a lesbian. And immediately the question arises
of who gets to count. We feel that we must define what a lesbian is so we
can defend our borders from invasion. We feel threatened from the outside,
and we want to determine who we can trust.

Yet we’ve found that we cannot trust someone simply because she’s
female or because she’s lesbian. Even if we had a firm and theoretically
coherent definition which articulated the borders of lesbian community, it
would not serve us in the way we have imagined. So I let go of the urge to
define.65

A third tactic is to resist both definitions of transsexuality and discursive
placement within the category “transsexual,” even if we satisfy definitions others
propose and thus fall within the category as they define it. For example, although
I marginally met the diagnostic criteria for DSM 302.85 at the time of diagnosis, I
may dispute the adequacy of this definition and, further, foreground my difference
from certain aspects of it—such as not having had an intense childhood desire to
participate in the stereotypical games and pastimes of the other sex or otherwise
having been drawn to embody dominant cultural norms of masculinity—in order
to resist being pulled within the confines of the sign transsexual. One might also
deploy this tactic by using one’s difference from a particular aspect of transsexual
discourse, taken as definitional though less carefully formulated than the DSM
diagnostic criteria, as grounds for refusing placement within the category “trans-
sexual.” For example, one friend of mine insists that he is not transsexual because
he does not believe that his life would have been better on balance had he been
born male, and another friend scoffingly disavows any desire for genital alteration
when others locate him within the category “transsexual.” Both of these friends,
however, have acted on deeply felt personal needs to access medically regulated
technologies for reembodiment and have gained such access through the same
mechanisms that many self-identified transsexuals use regularly.

This third tactic is especially useful as part of a challenge to the regulation
of access to such medical technologies through mechanisms of diagnosis and gate-
keeping that position male and female embodiment as all-or-nothing and as inti-
mately linked with embodiments of dominant cultural norms of masculinity and
femininity. If one of our political aims is to change structures of access so that
principles of bodily autonomy and informed consent will govern all medical alter-
ation of sex characteristics (so that, for example, a butch dyke can obtain not
merely breast reduction but breast removal and chest reconstruction and a non-
transgendered butch leather man may receive an oriechtomy, this third tactic chips
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away at the borders of diagnostic criteria and moves us toward this goal. When
those of us who are marginally within the category “transsexual” as others define
it emphasize both that we differ from the paradigms and that these differences do
not diminish the depth of our desires to change our bodies as safely as possible,
this emphasis shifts the location of justification for access to medically regulated
technologies from category placement to personal desire. Resisting placement
within the category “transsexual” as others define it can call into question the jus-
tification for transsexual diagnosis, definition, or self-identification as necessary
conditions for accessing those technologies that transsexuals access for reembod-
iment; this unsettling moves us toward changes of the mechanisms of access and
their underlying principles in ways both radical (in that they further confuse and
subvert hegemonic systems of gender) and conservative (in that they insist that
normative principles of medical ethics should be applied across the board).

I have argued elsewhere that feminist political aims are best served when
a strategy of feminist redefinition and revaluation of the concept “woman” oper-
ates at the same time as a gender proliferation strategy that creates multiple
refusals of discursive placement within the category “woman.”66 Similarly, I argue
that in trans contexts radically democratic goals are best served if all three tac-
tics of definitional resistance are at work at the same time. We should be highly
suspicious of our ability to make predictions about the (one and only) best means
of resistance in a highly complex, continually shifting set of overlapping and com-
peting political, economic, legal, medical, psychotherapeutic, and technological
discursive/material fields. Further, having these three tactics functioning at the
same time, particularly when they are employed by people who hold each other in
sufficient esteem to attend respectfully and responsively to one another’s work,
produces a creative tension that could prove fruitful for moving discourses in rad-
ically democratic directions.

The greater a person’s felt unintelligibility within already given discourses,
the less attractive and viable the first tactic will appear to that person. If the lim-
its of already given language press closely, if the limits of this language squeeze
tightly, definitions—even creative, partial, fluid, cyborgian definitions—are
likely to seem exclusive and restrictive. As such, definitions and other identity-
based border effects will appear unpromising routes to new discursive openings
for those subjects who feel themselves to be almost unutterable.

To my mind, various queer ftms—including me—are in living a historical/
discursive moment in which our language has run out. For reasons as personal,
varied, and idiosyncratic as the personal, varied, and idiosyncratic connections we
draw between our embodiments, identifications, social statuses, and subjectivities,
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we find little in already given discourses—transsexual and otherwise—other
than indefinite sequences of indiscriminate erasure. Already given discourses
might elide the specificities of those with firm locations within already given cate-
gories but not to the same degree that they elide the specificities of those of us who
are dislocated from such categories. Those of us who live in border zones consti-
tuted by the overlapping margins of categories do so not in order to engage in high-
spirited celebration or revelry. We do so because our embodiments and our sub-
jectivities are abjected from social ontology: we cannot fit ourselves into extant
categories without denying, eliding, erasing, or otherwise abjecting personally sig-
nificant aspects of ourselves. The price of committing such violence against our-
selves is too great, though our only other option is also very costly. When we
choose to live with and in our dislocatedness, fractured from social ontology, we
choose to forgo intelligibility: lost in language and in social life, we become virtu-
ally unintelligible, even to ourselves.

Our dislocatedness provides us with subject positions. This might sound
paradoxical but it is not, for dislocatedness is not the absolute absence of location.
Because borders between gender categories are zones of overlap, not lines, our
dislocatedness is constituted by our locations in the overlapping margins of mul-
tiple gender categories: we bear Wittgensteinian family resemblances to people
who occupy multiple gender categories. Different border zone denizens are, of
course, differently located: not only do we exist in the areas of overlap of different
gender categories but also we differ in our placements in those areas of overlap.
Only by speaking quite specifically about those located elements of our dislocat-
edness can we who dwell in border zones speak at all. Such lengthy, detailed spec-
ifications do not provide the discursive material for full occupancy of social exis-
tence, which at present requires more central, less multiple instantiations of social
categories.

Some queer ftm border zone occupants need to unlearn the oppressive gen-
res that come together on our bodies. These genres do not focus primarily on our
genitals; they focus primarily on our tongues. Since resisting definitions offers the
most freedom for inventing a polyglot of new and excessive languages with which
to express and re-create ourselves, the second and third tactics with regard to def-
initions lend themselves most readily to the needs of queer ftm border zone resi-
dents. Some of us need to resist definitions that indiscriminately erase our speci-
ficities in order that we may carve out social space in which to invent new
discursive tools; with these implements we can build fully embodied selves and
reinsert ourselves more fully into a restructured social ontology. We must be
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accorded, and accord ourselves, our privilege of resistance. As a corollary to the
political principle that meaningful consent is possible only in conditions in which
meaningful dissent is possible, we can assert that a condition of possibility for the
right to self-define is the right to refuse definition. Border zones need not be bat-
tle zones, but they must be demilitarized.

Living as a nearly unintelligible creature is no easy task. However, those of
us who choose this life have several methods we can adopt. First, we can ask ques-
tions about the political functions of definitions and justifications, questions sug-
gested by Hoagland’s remark about how the act of defining “lesbian” functions “to
succumb to a context of heterosexualism.”67 As Shane Phelan observes with regard
to theories about lesbians, rather than ask whether such theories are true, we need
to ask, “So what? Why do we need to justify ourselves?” and thereby shift our
focus to oppressive social institutions.68 We may hold onto this space of discursive
resistance by insisting firmly that, as Naomi Scheman points out, the questions to
ask about intelligibility always are: “Who has to make themselves intelligible to
whom, in what terms, for what reasons, against what forms of resistance, with what
resources?”69 Gender intelligibility and gender unintelligibility are effects of rel-
ative gender power and powerlessness. The normative sex/gender/sexuality regime
privileges itself with an (appearance of ) obviousness: (apparently) transparent
intelligibility that need not speak its name or display its marks. A border zone
denizen’s version of border defense consists of carving out and protecting a demil-
itarized zone.70

A complementary, more reconstructive approach is to develop communica-
tive, performative, and critical modalities alternative to narrative and other prose.
We can, for example, sing and dance and paint and draw and make films and
shoot videos and take photographs and compose poems. Less directly embedded
in the linguistic structures through which gendered, especially nonnormatively
gendered, embodiment and subjectivity are constrained, such modalities offer
both a further distance from those oppressive genres that focus on our tongues and
particularly productive, qualitatively different constraints within which to retool
explicitly technologized or performative sex/gender embodiments and subjectivi-
ties.71 This is not to claim that such modalities are not constrained by their own
conventions; nor is it to ignore the material aspects of language that Judith Butler,
for example, explores in Bodies That Matter. It is to suggest, however, that in some
of these nonnarrative modalities, the inescapably obvious material constraints of
our media function analogously to the material constraints of already signified
embodiments in the construction and communication of gendered subjectivity;
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hence, such modalities offer especially rich resources for exploratory reconstruc-
tion of subtly nuanced specificities of explicitly technologized or performative
embodiments and subjectivities.72

Location within an already given social ontology might not be as violent for
some queer ftms as for others. Different subjects may legitimately make different
choices when confronted with alternatives that are all painful, and subjects who
are not queer ftms might find themselves in similar situations. Moreover, acknowl-
edging my own subject position to be constituted by dislocatedness does not nec-
essarily position me as opposed to the recuperative projects of those with firmer
locations within social categories. Rather, I take it as obvious that such differences
between different subjects’ locations will lead to different political tactics. Still,
some broad characterizations of a few such differences can be drawn tentatively.

Some of the kinds of abjection from social ontology faced by ftms and mtfs
tend to be qualitatively different, leading to different tactics of resistance. Insofar
as transsexual discourse has been constructed by people assigned male at birth to
regulate people assigned male at birth, this discourse tends to have greater lever-
age over mtf embodiments and subjectivities. Sometimes ftms can slip through
the cracks of this regulatory discourse. For example, statutes and regulations
designed with mtfs in mind are often crafted in ways that clearly require surgical
alteration of genitals for mtfs to change sex/gender markers on legal documents.
When applied to ftms, however, some of these statutes and regulations are vague
enough that we might be able to change sex/gender designations without surgical
alteration of our genitals if we obtain medical documentation whose vagueness
matches the relevant juridical vagueness. This difference in leverage is two-edged:
it might allow for practical advantages, but these are premised upon having
slipped through the cracks of language. Because ftm and mtf bodies tend to have
different relationships to regulatory discourses, ftms and mtfs tend to have differ-
ent stakes in relation to those discourses: it tends to be easier for ftms to escape
discourses that were not designed with bodies like ours in mind, and it tends to be
more difficult for ftms to stay put within such discourses.

Differences within the category “ftm” also lead to the adoption of different
tactics. Sexuality is one arena in which some such differences are manifest. The
contemporary organization of sexuality dominant in the United States specifies a
person’s sexuality categorization in terms of a relation between that person’s sex /
gender status and the sex/gender status or statuses of those others whom that per-
son desires: within this organization of the sexual world, a person is heterosexual,
lesbian, gay, or bisexual. Insofar as sex/gender is hegemonically constructed as
nontechnologized and nonperformative, all of us whose sex/gender is explicitly
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technologized or performative are abjected from the organizing principles of this
system at a singular minimum: we are not the kinds of desiring subjects whom
this system countenances. Those of us who, additionally, desire others whose sex/
gender embodiments or subjectivities are hegemonically constructed as explicitly
technologized or performative are doubly abjected from this system. Double
abjection is complete abjection from a system founded on a two-termed relation.
Thus, for example, an ftm whose primary objects of desire are nontransgendered
females or males (or both) will be more likely to insist on having a place within
the dominant sexuality system than a gender-queer ftm whose primary objects of
desire are other gender queers. Neither approach need vitiate the other, but
indiscriminate erasure constituting evisceration of sexual desire and subjectivity
occurs when one insists on placing the other within his own system against the
other’s will. This occurs, for example, when my desire for mtfs is folded into hetero-
sexuality and, equally, when my desire for ftms is seized within the confines of
gay male sexuality.

Some ftms envision discursive projects very different from mine. In his
essay, “No Place Like Home: The Transgendered Narrative of Leslie Feinberg’s
Stone Butch Blues,” Jay Prosser argues for an analysis of transgendered subjectiv-
ity centered around a metaphorics of home with the goal of “separating it [trans-
gender] out from generic queerness.”73 Prosser constructs transgender through his
reading of Leslie Feinberg’s novel Stone Butch Blues74 and transsexual autobiogra-
phies and against his reading of queer theory, which he takes to be paradigmati-
cally exemplified by Judith Halberstam’s “F2M: The Making of Female Mascu-
linity.”75 Metaphorics of home ground Prosser’s analysis of the difference between
queer theory/subjectivity and transgender theory/subjectivity: he argues that by
embracing antiessentialist gender notions queer theory/identity eschews “the sym-
bolic intersection [of home] with very powerful notions of belonging” that provides
the structuring principle of transgender narratives, subjectivities, identities, poli-
tics, and theory.76 Queer theory, as Prosser reads Halberstam, “thus fails to read
the transsexual man’s story—his particular narrative of becoming—in its speci-
ficity, to recognize its origins in painful wrong embodiment, its end in the recon-
struction of the material body” (488). For Prosser, this reconstruction of the mate-
rial body “figures a final going home” (488) not only to a body that the subject
figures as home but also to “the home of a community founded on the body” (486).

I will not fully explore Prosser’s view here, but I would like to explore sev-
eral points of difference between the kinds of projects in which the two of us are
engaged. At one level, our projects can coexist peacefully: since different ftm sub-
ject positions lead to different relationships to social ontology, there is no princi-
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pled reason why one ftm cannot carve out a borderland domain while another ftm
establishes a habitus located more firmly within social categories (e.g., “man,”
“transsexual man”). However, insofar as Prosser’s definitional project is one that
produces transgender narratives as the line of transgender and queer differentia-
tion, those of us who are shut out of narrative structure will be erased from his
analysis. Prosser’s binary, totalizing methodology is signaled by his repetitive use
of the definite article (e.g., “the transsexual man’s story,” as if all transsexual men
shared one story), his conception of borderlands as “the uninhabitable space”
between painful wrong embodiment and home (487– 88), and his use of an unpro-
ductive opposition of transgender and queer. This binary methodology leads to a
binary consequence for border zone dwellers: either we are seized by a figuration
of transgender that elides our border zone specificities, or we are thrown out of
the realm of transgender and subsumed under the opposing sign. Border zones
become battle zones whose occupants are removed from their domain by capture
or who are traded into opposing camps. At this second level of analysis, our pro-
jects are directly antithetical.

Border zones need not be battle zones: border zones must be recognized
and demilitarized. Just as queer, transsexual, transgender, gender-queer, butch,
and ftm embodiments and subjectivities are complex and complicatedly different
within any one category, so any discussion of them must be complex enough to
reflect the complex living, breathing specificities of the lives lived—centrally or
marginally—under these signs. Any politics based on totalizing, simplifying,
binary analysis that mistakes a central position within a category for the totality of
the category will, of necessity, be impoverished.

Let us remember the wisdom of King Solomon when we sit in judgment,
lest we rend living bodies in two. If we must engage in border war combat to sur-
vive, let us do so only to establish and defend demilitarized zones. Only by so
doing can those of us who need to loosen the bonds upon our tongues create new
spaces in which, for which, and from which posttranssexual—and, in some cases,
postlesbian—gender-queer discourses can emerge.77 We can best establish
demilitarized zones by forging alliances and loyalties—personal, intellectual,
and political—with people whose values we share, who respect our specificities
and we theirs, across the gendered and other identity-based categories of social
ontology.
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Notes

My initial thinking on the topic of this article was inspired by Rubin, “Of Catamites
and Kings”; I owe a much larger debt to Rubin’s article than could possibly be reflected
by specific citations. I am grateful to Michael M. Hernandez, Rebecca Rugg, and Ben
Singer for productive suggestions on earlier versions of this article, and to Carolyn
Dinshaw for careful, thoughtful, and incisive editorial guidance. For helpful discus-
sions of some of the topics in this article or for assistance locating references, I also
thank Guy Baldwin, Spencer Bergstedt, Talia Bettcher, Nan Alamilla Boyd, Dexter
Day, Holly Devor, Michael A. Gilbert, Cathy Greenblatt, Valerie Harvey, Eloise Klein
Healy, Jordan Jaeger, JordyJones, Lee Lambert, C. Michael Munson, Gayle Rubin,
Naomi Scheman, Eve K. Sedgwick, and Jeffrey Shevlowitz. Without Judith Halber-
stam’s generous, acute, and encouraging collaborative engagement, this article would
not exist.

1. Throughout this article I use ftm as a primitive (undefined) term. As Michael M. Her-
nandez pointed out to me, some people do not use ftm as an abbreviation meaning
“female-to-male” but as a general rubric for any number of potential life trajectories,
not just the transsexual ones. Others use it in nonstandard abbreviatory ways such as
“female-to(ward)-male.” I intend the nonstandard, lowercase use of ftm to disrupt
assumptions about the term’s abbreviatory function. When used adjectivally, ftm may
modify either transgendered or transsexual (or both, when transsexual is viewed as a
subcategory of transgendered). In the United States, some people prefer mtm (“male-
to-male”) as a self-identificatory term to indicate that they are acquiring male embod-
iments in line with their already male self-identifications. This is a point, like many
in this article, for which I cannot supply adequate citations because much of newly
forming, contested ftm community discourse circulates through informal conversa-
tions and on-line, on E-mail lists and on community bulletin boards. Such conversa-
tions carry the presumption of confidentiality, and many are not intended to be open
to non-ftms.

While I use the construction “butch/ftm border zone” in this article, I am not
entirely comfortable with it. As Cathy Greenblatt pointed out to me, this construction
might reinscribe the notion that each person has no more than one sexual identity. It
also threatens to leave in place heteronormative assumptions about ftms generally, to
erase the specificities of ftms who do not have lesbian histories, and to produce “Teena
Brandon”/“Brandon Teena” in particular as a stone butch/heterosexual ftm border
zone figure. The latter construction risks foreclosing outcomes that include erotic
attractions to men by eliding those parts of the young Nebraskan’s history that include
attractions to boys during high school (Aphrodite Jones, All She Wanted [New York:
Pocket Books, 1996], 49), ease with having close gay male friends (92, 104–5),
enjoyment of gay male bars (92), and acceptance of being called one of Grandma’s
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“faggots” (92). Donna Minkowitz notes that “Brandon’s” “repugnance” for lesbians
did not “extend to gay men” (“Love Hurts,” Village Voice, 19 April 1994, 29).

I am somewhat uncomfortable with my factual reliance on Aphrodite Jones, because
she does not have extensive knowledge of trans communities. However, since she has
done more extensive primary research than any of the other authors of the representa-
tions currently available and since it is less obvious that her representations are tai-
lored to any one identity-based agenda than is the case with most other representa-
tions, I take her work to be more reliable with regard to points of fact than any of the
others.

2. Elaine K. Ginsberg, “Introduction: The Politics of Passing” in Passing and the Fictions
of Identity, ed. Elaine K. Ginsberg (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1996),
1–18, quotation on 13; JordyJones, “FTM Cross-dresser Murdered,” FTM Newsletter
26  (February 1994): 3; Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 28; Jones, All She Wanted, 220.

3. “Convicted: John Lotter,” The Advocate, 11 July 1995, 19; Jones, All She Wanted, 242.
4. John Gregory Dunne, “The Humboldt Murders,” New Yorker, 13 January 1997,

44–62, quotation on 55; Jones, All She Wanted, 222–27; cf. Minkowitz, “Love
Hurts,” 25.

5. Jones, All She Wanted, 272.
6. Dunne, “Humboldt Murders,” 50; Jones, All She Wanted, 41, 56.
7. Jones, All She Wanted, 41, 61, 75, 81, 95, 122, 247; Dunne, “Humboldt Murders,”

50, 48–49.
8. Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 24.
9. Jones, All She Wanted, 226; cf. Dunne, “Humboldt Murders,” 55.
10. Robin Goldstein, “KC Journal: A Personal Account of the Brandon Teena Vigil, Part

One,” TNT: The Transsexual News Telegraph 5 (summer/autumn 1995): 21–23, 35,
quotation on 21.

11. Jones, All She Wanted, 292.
12. Riki Anne Wilchins (RIKI@pipeline.com), “New Yorker Piece Trashes Brandon

Teena,” In YourFace! GenderNews RoundUp, 31 January 1997, 15:45:01 EST; cf.
Dunne, “Humboldt Murders.” The figure of “Brandon Teena” is used as emblematic of
transphobic violence in the following: “Brandon Teena Case Update,” TNT: The Trans-
sexual News Telegraph 3 (summer 1994): 5; “Brandon Teena Movie,” TNT: The Trans-
sexual News Telegraph 6 (spring 1996): 12; Pat Califia, “Crimes against Gender,” Girl-
friends 3:2 (March/April 1996): 20–22, 38 –39; Beth Elliott, “And? And? And? A
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the Human Rights Commission, City and County of San Francisco (San Francisco:
Human Rights Commission, 1994), 9; Max Wolf Valerio, quoted in Green, Investiga-
tion, 19; Sergeant Stephan Thorne, quoted in Green, Investigation, 26; “John Lotter
Convicted in Death of Brandon Teena,” FTM Newsletter 31 (July 1995): 6; Jones, All
She Wanted, 246 –47, 290–94; Jones, “FTM Cross-dresser Murdered,” 3; “Lotter
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Wolf Valerio, “Sergeant Stephan Thorne Speaks Out: An Interview,” TNT: The Trans-
sexual News Telegraph 3 (summer 1994): 30–31, 36, quotation on 36.

13. Jones, All She Wanted, 247.
14. Ibid., 81–83, 87; cf. Dunne, “Humboldt Murders,” 52.
15. Jones, All She Wanted, 63, 89, 91; Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 25, 26, 30.
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17. Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 29. Cf. Dunne, “Humboldt Murders,” 50, 51; Heather Find-

lay, “What Is Stone Butch—Now?” Girlfriends 2:2 (March/April 1995): 20–22, 44,
45, quotation on 45.

18. Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 25; cf. Pat Califia, “Crimes against Gender,” 20.
19. Findlay, “What Is Stone Butch—Now?” 21.
20. Ginsberg, “Introduction,” 16.
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at birth. In describing a scene in Neil Jordan’s film The Crying Game (1992), Ginsberg
reduces male sexed characteristics to the penis, referring to the scene in which Dil
allows Fergus to see her penis by writing: “The unveiling of Dil’s male body causes in
Fergus perhaps an extreme homophobic reaction: he becomes physically ill” (ibid., 18
n. 16). Ginsberg, similar to Judith Butler on this point, also elides Venus Xtravaganza’s
transsexual subjectivity in Jennie Livingston’s 1991 film Paris Is Burning by repre-
senting Venus under the signs cross-dressing and drag (Judith Butler, Bodies That
Matter: On the Discursive Limits of “Sex” [New York: Routledge, 1993], 124–37;
Ginsberg, “Introduction,” 14; cf. Ki Namaste, “Tragic Misreadings: Queer Theory’s
Erasure of Transgender Subjectivity,” in Queer Studies: A Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Anthology, ed. Brett Beemyn and Mickey Eliason [New York: New York
University Press, 1996]: 183–203).

22. Wilchins, “New Yorker Piece.”
23. Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 26, 28.
24. I thank Eloise Klein Healy for pointing me toward the word necrophagia, meaning
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“eating the dead.” Meanings of all of the terms in this list are contested. The term
cross-dresser is more closely aligned with organizations of heterosexual males who
have adopted this nomenclature to distance themselves from notions of fetishistic
transvestism understood as a paraphilia (a sexual deviation or perversion) within psy-
chiatric nosology, as well as from homosexuality and transsexuality.

25. Green, Investigation, 26; Valerio, “Sergeant Stephan Thorne Speaks Out,” 36.
26. Kevin Horwitz, “In Memoriam,” FTM 15 (April 1991): 1; “Louis Graydon Sullivan,”

FTM 15 (April 1991): 1.
27. Louis Sullivan, Information for the Female to Male Cross Dresser and Transsexual, 3d

ed. (Seattle: Ingersoll Gender Center, 1990).
28. On Hart, see “His Name Was Alan! Activists on Recognition of Alan Hart . . . and

More,” FTM Newsletter 33 (January 1996): 10; Candace Hellen Brown, “Dear Gail,”
TNT: The Transsexual News Telegraph 6 (spring 1996): 3; J. Allen Gilbert, “Homosex-
uality and Its Treatment: Society . . . Is Responsible for Her Existence as She Is,” in
Gay American History: Lesbians and Gay Men in the U.S.A.: A Documentary History,
ed. Jonathan Ned Katz, rev. ed. (New York: Meridian, 1992), 258 –279; Ken Morris
and Candace Hellen Brown, “The Alan Lucill Hart Story,” TNT: The Transsexual News
Telegraph 6 (spring 1996): 13–14; Margaret Deirdre O’Hartigan, “Dear Gail,” TNT:
The Transsexual News Telegraph 6 (spring 1996): 3; Susan Stryker, “Local Trans-
sexual History,” TNT: The Transsexual News Telegraph 5 (summer/autumn 1995):
14–15, 36; Susan Stryker, “Susan Stryker Replies,” TNT: The Transsexual News Tele-
graph 6 (spring 1996): 3–4; and Sullivan, Information, 14. It might not be entirely
accurate to classify Alan Hart as female bodied since he, evidently, used hysterectomy
to change his legal and social sex/gender status (Gilbert, “Homosexuality and Its
Treatment”; Morris and Brown, “The Alan Lucill Hart Story”).

29. On Tipton, see AEGIS, “Billy Tipton Was a (Choose One),” TNT: The Transsexual
News Telegraph 1 (summer 1993): 22; “A Final Tribute to Billy Tipton,” FTM 7
(March 1989): 1–2; “Billy Tipton Memorial Quartet,” FTM 11 (September 1989): 3;
“Billy Tipton Update,” FTM 8 (June 1989): 3; Jason Cromwell, “Default Assumptions,
or the Billy Tipton Phenomenon,” FTM Newsletter 28 (July 1994): 4–5; and Ginsberg,
“Introduction.”

30. On Garland, see Valerio, quoted in Green, Investigation, 19; San Francisco Lesbian and
Gay History Project, “ ‘She Even Chewed Tobacco’: A Pictorial Narrative of Passing
Women in America,” in Hidden from History: Reclaiming the Gay and Lesbian Past, ed.
Martin Bauml Duberman, Martha Vicinus, and George Chauncey Jr. (New York: New
American Library, 1989), 183–94; Allan Bérubé poster in Susan Stryker and Jim Van
Buskirk, Gay by the Bay: A History of Queer Culture in the San Francisco Bay Area (San
Francisco: Chronicle Books, 1996), 75; Louis Sullivan, From Female to Male: The Life of
Jack Bee Garland (Boston: Alyson Publications, 1990); Sullivan, Information, 22.

31. Minkowitz, “Love Hurts,” 26.
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32. I thank Allucquère Rosanne Stone for coining virophagia to mean “eating the living.”
Her neologism compellingly captures tensions about who owns and controls masculine
virilities, especially those that play out around sexuality and discursive power in peo-
ple assigned female at birth.

33. Linnea Due, “Genderation X,” SF Weekly 14 (25–31 October 1995): 12–14, 16–17,
18 –19, quotation on 18; David Harrison, “Becoming a Man: The Transition from
Female to Male,” in Assaults on Convention: Essays on Lesbian Transgressors, ed.
Nicola Godwin, Belinda Hollows, and Sheridan Nye (New York: Cassell, 1996),
24–37, quotation on 36.

34. Michael M. Hernandez, “Author’s Note,” in Looking Queer, ed. Dawn Atkins (forth-
coming). Hernandez is not the only ftm who self-identifies as lesbian in one sense or
another. Holly Devor reports that one of her ftm informants, “reluctant to leave behind
a well-loved place as a member of a lesbian community, called himself a lesbian man”
(Holly Devor, “Sexual Orientation Identities, Attractions, and Practices of Female-to-
Male Transsexuals,” The Journal of Sex Research 30, no. 4 [1993]: 303–15, quotation
on 313).

35. Kate Bornstein, Gender Outlaw: On Men, Women, and the Rest of Us (New York: Rout-
ledge, 1994).

36. Holly Devor, “The Fallacy of Duality in Conceptualizations of Sex, Gender, and Sexu-
ality,” plenary speech presented at the thirty-eighth annual meeting of the Society for
the Scientific Study of Sexuality, 12 November 1995.

37. Some mtfs take on the identity of a transsexual understood as distinct from “man” or
“woman” (Jayne County with Rupert Smith, Man Enough to Be a Woman [New York:
Serpent’s Tail, 1996], 139); Kim Harlow and Bettina Rheims, Kim, trans. Paul Gould
[Munich: Gina Kehayoff, 1994], 27); this is not to be conflated with identity as a trans-
sexual man or a transsexual woman. I have not heard of any ftms who self-identify as
transsexual simpliciter, though some might. Perhaps this self-identification is less
attractive to ftms than to mtfs because transsexuality unmarked is mtf transsexuality.
No doubt there are other ftm self-identifications than those I have listed in my text.

38. Gayle Rubin, “Of Catamites and Kings: Reflections on Butch, Gender, and Bound-
aries,” in The Persistent Desire: A Femme-Butch Reader, ed. Joan Nestle (Boston:
Alyson Publications, 1992), 466–82, quotation on 466.

39. Leslie Feinberg, Transgender Warriors: Making History from Joan of Arc to RuPaul
(Boston: Beacon, 1996).

40. Nataf, Lesbians Talk Transgender, 47.
41. C. Jacob Hale, “Are Lesbians Women?” Hypatia 11, no. 2 (1996): 94–121.
42. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Philosophical Investigations, 3d ed., trans. G. E. M. Anscombe

(New York: Macmillan, 1958).
43. Dallas Denny, “In Search of the ‘True’ Transsexual,” Chrysalis: The Journal of Trans-

gressive Gender 2, no. 3 (1996): 39–44, 61.
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44. Rubin, “Of Catamites and Kings,” 473, 474; cf. A. Matzner, “A Classical FTM,” FTM
Newsletter 30 (April 1995): 2.

45. Morris and Brown, “The Alan Lucill Hart Story,” 14. The contrast drawn by Morris
and Brown commits the fallacy of false dichotomy by misrepresenting the range of his-
torically specific conceptions of transsexuality as if they all encoded surgery as neces-
sary and sufficient for membership in the category “transsexual.” More careful views
that insist on historical specificity focus on the ways in which the invention of “sex
change surgery” enabled the introduction and development of the concept “transsex-
ual” and thus the existence of the members of the social category “transsexual” as
members of this category.

46. Naomi Scheman, “Queering the Center by Centering the Queer,” in Feminists Rethink
the Self, ed. Diana Tietjiens Meyer (Boulder: Westview, 1996).

47. The strap-on dildo as an emblem of inauthentic masculinity reappears in Jay Prosser’s
reading of Judith Halberstam’s “F2M: The Making of Female Masculinity,” in which
he analogizes the strap-on dildo to Halberstam’s representation, in his misreading, of
ftms’ masculinities as masquerades that, once removed, reveal our immutable lesbian
femaleness (Prosser, “No Place Like Home,” 487; cf. Judith Halberstam, “F2M: The
Making of Female Masculinity,” in The Lesbian Postmodern, ed. Laura Doan [New
York: Columbia University Press, 1994], 210–28).

48. My use of authentic and inauthentic should not be taken to imply that I am invoking
any modernist notion of an essential, transtemporal, transhistorical, transcultural self.
Clearly, lying about oneself—e.g., claiming that I have an unambiguously male
past—can meaningfully be labeled “inauthentic” without invoking modernist notions
of enduring, essential selves: this would be a false report of my socially constructed
place within the social order. Additionally, I do not intend this discussion to suggest
that gender play is in any way inauthentic or trivial.

49. Findlay, “What Is Stone Butch—Now?” 44.
50. Bornstein, Gender Outlaw, 63.
51. Judith Halberstam, “The Queer Present Tense and the Transgender Future,” presented

at the annual meeting of the Modern Language Association, December 1995.
52. Deva, “FTM/Female-to-Male: An Interview with Mike, Eric, Billy, Sky, and Shadow,”

in Dagger: On Butch Women, ed. Lily Burana, Roxxie, and Linnea Due (Pittsburgh:
Cleis, 1994), 154–67, quotation on 160–62; Devor, “Fallacy of Duality.”

53. Sandy Stone, “The Empire Strikes Back: A Posttranssexual Manifesto,” Camera
Obscura: A Journal of Feminism and Film Theory 29 (May 1992): 151–76, quotation
on 166. This stands in odd juxtaposition with psychoanalytic notions according to
which a women’s subjectivity is constituted by penis envy.

54. Dallas Denny, “How We Use the Surgeon’s Lancet to Define and Divide Ourselves,”
TransSisters: The Journal of Transsexual Feminism 10 (autumn 1995): 52–53.

55. Suzanne J. Kessler and Wendy McKenna, Gender: An Ethnomethodological Approach
(New York: John Wiley and Sons, 1978), 145–53.
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56. Identifications with, as, and as-not can be partial, incomplete, mediated, or crossed.
This becomes clear in José Esteban Muñoz’s exposition of his different though related
notion of disidentification (José Esteban Muñoz, “Famous and Dandy like B. ’n’ Andy:
Race, Pop, and Basquiat,” in Pop Out: Queer Warhol, ed. Jennifer Doyle, Jonathan
Flatley, and José Esteban Muñoz [Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1996], 145)
and in Diana Fuss’s Identification Papers (Routledge: New York, 1995). As I have
already noted, some ftms identify partially as lesbians, some identify partially as
women, some identify only incompletely as men.

57. Califia, “Crimes against Gender,” 38.
58. Califia, “Who Is My Sister?”; Rubin, “Of Catamites and Kings”; cf. C. Jacob Hale,

“Leatherdyke Boys and Their Daddies: How to Have Sex Without Women or Men,”
Social Text 52/53, Vol. 15, nos. 3 and 4 (fall/winter 1997): 225–38.

59. Rubin, “Of Catamites and Kings,” 473.
60. Excessive masculinities are not necessarily “extremely masculine” masculinities; fig-

uring masculinity as a hierarchy or even as a continuum or a spectrum is misleading
here. Stone butches, butch faggots (butches who desire other butches), ftm drag
queens, and ftms who use their vaginas for sexual pleasure all test the limits of accept-
able dyke or ftm masculinities, hence they all express excessive masculinities. See
David Harrison, quoted in Nataf, Lesbians Talk Transgender, 25.

61. Stone, “Empire Strikes Back,” 153.
62. This has become so ubiquitous in postmodern theory that it is perhaps not inaccurate

to take it as a hallmark of such theory. A classic example is Donna J. Haraway’s use of
cyborg metaphors to break down boundaries between human/animal, organism/
machine, and physical/nonphysical (Donna J. Haraway, “A Cyborg Manifesto: Science,
Technology, and Socialist-Feminism in the Late Twentieth Century,” in Simians,
Cyborgs, and Women: On the Reinvention of Nature [New York: Routledge, 1991],
149–81). 

63. After providing a deconstructive critique of lesbian identity, Shane Phelan writes: “Vot-
ers in Colorado, or homophobes with baseball bats, will not be persuaded by discus-
sions of gender ambiguity; I suspect it will exacerbate their anxiety. Telling them that I
am not ‘really’ a lesbian is different from saying it to readers of Signs; what a Signs
audience can understand as deconstruction becomes simply a return to the closet in
others’ eyes” (Shane Phelan, “[Be]coming Out: Lesbian Identity and Politics,” Signs:
Journal of Women in Culture and Society 18, no. 4 [1993]: 765–90, quotation on 782).

64. In one of her articles, Stryker considers transsexuality “to be a culturally and histori-
cally specific transgender practice/identity through which a transgendered subject
enters into a relationship with medical, psychotherapeutic, and juridical institutions in
order to gain access to certain hormonal and surgical techniques for enacting and
embodying itself” (Susan Stryker, “My Words to Victor Frankenstein above the Village
of Chamounix: Performing Transgender Rage,” GLQ 1 [1994]: 237–54, quotation on
251–52 n. 2). In other contexts, e.g., on the Transexual Menace E-mail list and in pri-
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vate E-mail messages, Stryker has given slightly different definitions that all fore-
ground cultural and historical specificity with regard to medically regulated technolo-
gies but differ in how this aspect is related to others. She elucidated her position on
the use of definitions to me in private E-mail communication.

65. Sarah Lucia Hoagland, Lesbian Ethics: Toward New Value (Palo Alto, Calif.: Institute
of Lesbian Studies, 1988), 8.

66. Hale, “Are Lesbians Women?”
67. Hoagland, Lesbian Ethics, 8.
68. Phelan, “(Be)coming Out,” 771.
69. Scheman, “Queering the Center.”
70. For further development of this argument, see C. Jacob Hale, “Tracing a Ghostly Mem-

ory in My Throat: Reflections on Ftm Feminist Voice and Agency,” in Men Doing Fem-
inism, ed. Tom Digby (New York: Routledge, 1998), 99–129.

71. “Explicitly technologized or performative sex/gender embodiments and subjectivities”
is not cryptic code for transsexual, thus this use of language is not an attempt to sneak
a covert definition of transsexual nor even a loose characterization of transsexual into
my analysis. Instead, I use this language to flag two ranges of overlapping discursive
differences between normatively gendered persons: those whose sex/gender statuses
are hegemonically constructed as something that simply is, and those of us for whom
some of our sex/gender manifestations are hegemonically constructed within dominant
discourses as something that we do or that is done to us.

72. My thinking here is indebted deeply to Ben Singer.
73. Prosser, “No Place Like Home,” 508.
74. Leslie Feinberg, Stone Butch Blues (Ithaca, N.Y.: Firebrand Books, 1993).
75. Halberstam, “F2M.”
76. Prosser, “No Place Like Home,” 485–486.
77. “Posttranssexual” should not be confused with “formerly transsexual.” The latter is

used to indicate that one’s process of movement into one’s gender of choice is complete;
according to this construction, one has finished the process of transition and thus is no
longer transsexual but now a (complete) man or woman. The former was introduced by
Sandy Stone to indicate, as Prosser puts it, a movement “beyond the current inscrip-
tion of transsexuality with its imperative on passing and the consequent absence of
transsexual subjectivity” (Prosser, “No Place Like Home,” 504; cf. Stone, “Empire
Strikes Back,” 151–76). I use it, more generally, to indicate politically motivated
movement beyond current constructions of transsexuality that are politically problem-
atic in any way.
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